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Implement following problems in Matlab.

1. Compute and display the sum of the geometric sequence 0:95n for n = 10

to 1.

2. Compute and display a signal consisting of a chirp added to noise having a

Normal (Gaussian) distribution. The sequence should be 1024 samples long,

the chirp should start at t = 0 sec and frequency 0 Hz and end at t = 10

sec and frequency 10 Hz. The noise should have a standard deviation, �, 1.

Perform again for noise with � = 0:125; 0:25; 0:5; 1:0; 2:0.

3. Write an m-code which computes convolution, between any two input sig-

nals (vectors), by graphic method and compare the results with the conv(.)

function in Matlab.

4. Compute and plot the responses of the following systems:

x [n] = u[n]� u[n � 32]

x [n] = [1; zeros(1; 100)]

x [n] = chirp([0 : 1=1000 : 1]; 0; 1; 500)

(a)y [n] = x [n] + x [n � 2]

(b)a = [1]; b = [0:1667; 0:5; 0:5; 0:1667]

(c)y [n] = x [n]� 0:95y [n � 2]

5. Plot the response of an LTI system with coe�cients [0:1;�1; 1;�0:1] and

input signal, chirp([0 : 1 : 999]=1000; 0; 1; 500).

6. Decompose the sequence x [n] = 10e0:4�nf or0 � n � 10 into its conjugate

symmetric and conjugate anti-symmetric components.

Note: A complex valued sequence, xe [n], is called Conjugate Symmetric if

xe [n] = x�
e
[�n]. A complex valued sequence, xo [n], is called Conjugate Anti-

symmetric if xo [n] = �x
�

o
[�n]. Then any arbitrary complex-valued sequence,

x [n], can be decomposed into: x [n] = xe [n] + xo [n].

7. A simple digital di�erentiator is given by:

y [n] = x [n]� x [n � 1]
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which computes a backward �rst order di�erence for the input sequence. Im-

plement this di�erentiator, and plot the results on the following sequences:

(a)x [n] = n[u[n]�u[n�10]]+(20�n)[u[n�10]�u[n�20]] : A Tr iangular Pulse

(b)x [n] = sin(�n
25
)[u[n]� u[n � 100]] : A Sinusoidal Pulse
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